My Funny Valentine
Bill Evans solo transcribed from first chorus on alt take
(album "Undercurrent", track 9)

(Swing 8ths)

A Section

Piano

A♭

Fm7

Cm or Gm arp (Db is passing)

A♭

F7

Gb7

Repeating pattern: b5 - 5 - 3 - 1

A♭

G♭7

Gb B♭7

Pattern changes to 7 - 1 - 5 - 3

A♭

G♭7

G♭b9 arp.

A♭

G♭7

G♭b9 arp.
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A' Section

C M

G7b9 arp.  C blues scale...............

C M7

C M6

D+?  Eb melodic minor?

G 7(b9)  Same strange lick again

C M7

C M7

Ab triad  Eb arp  G 7(b9)  Eb6

Cm7

Cm7 arp.

C melodic minor twist